AT HOME WITH JEFFERSON

Thomas Jefferson favored the Campeachy chair for its classical associations and the comfortable posture it offered, referring to it as “that easy kind of chair.” Our mahogany reproduction has generous armrests and a comfortable, low-slung seat of reinforced leather. The matching ottoman invites you to stretch out and relax.

Shop knowing your purchase supports Monticello’s mission of preservation and education.
FROM THE MONTICELLO COLLECTION

Our extensive collection of exclusive products reflects Thomas Jefferson’s many interests, including his home and the life of the mind. Many are carefully crafted adaptations of items on display at Monticello.

Monticello Declaration Glasses
Twelve-ounce glasses feature etched phrases from the Declaration of Independence and the signatures of John Adams, Ben Franklin, John Hancock and Thomas Jefferson.

Monticello Winter Forest Diffuser
Infused with the intoxicating aroma of Fraser firs, our eight-ounce reed diffuser creates a romantic winter setting.

Monticello Revolving Stand
Among the many ingenious devices found in Jefferson’s Cabinet, the revolving stand suggests his passion for knowledge. Our bookstand is a line-by-line reproduction of the original.

Shop for these and other exclusive Monticello products at monticelloshop.org.